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Winch Launching 
 Mike Groves: Designer/Manager at Skylaunch 

Pete ‘The Winch’: Winch driving master and winching consultant 
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Presentation for Storefjell Gliding 

Conference 

Winch Launching - 

• Why? 

• Where? (Your Airfield) 

 

Funding a Winch - 

• How? 

• How Much? 
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Presentation for Storefjell Gliding 

Conference 

The Winch –  

• What Power? 

• What Transmission? 

• Cable Drums 

Operation -  

• Cable Retrieving Method 

• Cables 
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Presentation for Storefjell Gliding 

Conference 

Transporting your Winch 

 

Summary 

 

Questions & 

Answers 

 
Le Mans Gliding Club, France 
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Winch Launching – 

WHY? 

1. Reduce Launch cost 

= More Launches 

= Encourage younger pilots 

= Earn money for the Club 

2. Increase Launch rates 

= Earn money for Club 

=Less time waiting for flight 
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WHERE? 

Your Airfield 

Is your airfield long enough and wide enough? 

 700 Metres minimum length 

 Best is 1000m +  every 100m extra =  40-50m 

more height. 

 Launch heights typically 40% of length in light 

winds 

 Glider can be out of sight from winch 

Rautavaara Saatio, Kuopio, Finland 
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FUNDING? 

Is funding available? 

 National or Regional governments 

 Sports authorities 

 Club savings/ loans 

 Members’ loans to club 

Planeurs d’Orleans, France 
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HOW MUCH? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Make your own winch 

 + Can be made cheap and to a simple design 

 - Can add up to be very expensive 

 - Will take much more time and engineering                

than you think – can cause inter-club politics issues 

    -Often results in complex engineering as members over 

design to showcase their expertise  

    - Availability of spares can be an issue 

____________________ 
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HOW MUCH? 

2. Buy a used winch 

 + Will be cheaper then new. 

 - Launch safety/ performance?  

 - Usually sold because nearing end of their life  

 - Availability of spares 

 - Reliability  

    - Operator safety 

____________________ 
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HOW MUCH? 

  

3. Buy a re- engineering kit for an existing or 

recent winch you have purchased  

 + much cheaper than a new winch 

 - Much time still needed but less design and 

engineering by using proven kit of 

components. 

Nordjaellands, Denmark - After Nordsjaellands, Denmark - Before 

____________________ 
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HOW MUCH? 

4. Buy a re-engineered winch  

I recommend this as the best low cost option. 

 + cheaper than a new winch 

 + should give same launch as a new         

 winch 

 + Support of manufacturer 

 - Reliability and availability of spares may 

 not be as good as a new winch 

  

South London Gliding Club, England 

____________________ 
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HOW MUCH? 

5. Buy a new winch 

 + All new proven design will give  
    many years of use 

 + Support of manufacturer 

 

 -  Most expensive option 

 -  Long term investment 

AVSA Seyne Les Alpes (France) 

____________________ 
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WHAT 

POWER? 

1.Diesel  

+  Agricultural diesel cheapest fuel 

+  Modern types can perform well 

- Launch performance with large truck diesel  engines is often poor due to 

high torque to power ratio 

-   Much more expensive- generally at least 3 times the price 

- Repair / service costs much higher 

- -Modern Diesel engines use complex engine management and electronics 

St. Auban, France. 2 x Diesel Winches 

____________________ 
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WHAT POWER? 

2. Petrol 

 + Fuel easily available 

 + Much better launch performance 

 + Engine and spares much cheaper than diesel 

 - Fuel can be expensive 

 

Planeurs Les Goelands, Cezannes, France 

____________________ 
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3. LPG (Propane) 
 

I recommend this option. 

 + All the benefits of a petrol engine, but smoother 

output and cleaner exhaust gases 

 + LPG fuel is normally cheaper than petrol 

 + Simpler and less maintenance than all other fuel 

types 

 - LPG Supply not always easy in certain countries  

 - Power output a little less than petrol 

WHAT POWER? 

Aeroclub Lubelski, Lublin, Poland 

____________________ 
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WHAT POWER? 

4.Electric  

    + Fuel cost per launch is less 

    + Mechanically very simple  

    + Gives the best launch smoothness 

    - Electronically very complex 

   - Difficult and possibly unsafe for club members to repair 

    - Much more expensive to buy 

    - Unless funding is obtained, whole life costs are no cheaper      

      than LPG 

    - Large infrastructure (underground cabling) required = High Costs 

Chanet VoV, Florac, France 

____________________ 
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WHAT  
TRANSMISSION? 

1. Hydraulic (with diesel/petrol engine) 
+ Smooth output 

+ Good control is possible 

 

- Very high pressure required-safety issues 

- Considerable energy loss (up to 40%) 

- Very complex in design and maintenance 

- Expensive components with limited life 

- Control can be very complex to operate or computer control 

required 

____________________ 
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WHAT  
TRANSMISSION? 

2.Fluid flywheel (with Diesel Engine) 

+ Can give good torque controlled launch 

- Expensive 

- Can have overheating issues on windy days 

- Limited supply of type to give correct launch safety 

performance 

____________________ 
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WHAT 

TRANSMISSION? 

3. Automotive automatic transmission (with diesel/petrol engine) 

I recommend this as the best low cost option. 

+ Low cost and good availability 

+ Good launch safety and performance 

+ Easy to adjust characteristics 

+ Low repair costs 

- Windy day launching can require more operator control 

 

____________________ 

T400 Automatic Transmission 
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CABLE DRUMS 

A. Single Drum =13 launches/hr 

+ Simple system 

+ No risk of cable cross over 

+ Can midfield land cable 

+ Cable tow direct to glider rather than Glider towed to cable 

+ Lighter vehicle to tow cables less fuel + less airfield wear 

-  Requires one retrieve per launch 

____________________ 
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CABLE DRUMS 

B. Twin  (2) Drum = 16 launches per hour 

I recommend this system. 

+ 2 Cables retrieved for each pass over airfield 

+ Faster launch rate 

+ Winch driver can tow cables 

- Heavier cable tow vehicle required 

- Must drive straight to avoid cable cross over 

____________________ 
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CABLE 

DRUMS 

C. 4  OR 6 Drum = 17 or 18 launches/hr 

+ 4/6 Gliders can be launched in quick succession 

+ 4/6 Cables retrieved for each pass over airfield 

- Expense and weight of winch (if a single 4/6 Drum winch) 

- Heavier tow vehicle over airfield 

- Tow out speed will be slower  

- Higher risk of cable cross over 

Lasham Gliding Society, England Segelflugschule Oerlinghausen, Germany 

____________________ 
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CABLE 

RETRIEVING 

METHOD 

1. Vehicle / vehicle and trailer 

I recommend this option. 

+ Simple system  

+ Old vehicle can be used= low purchase cost 

+Vehicle driving quite easy 

- Can cause airfield damage 

- Launch rate may be too slow for very busy airfields 

- Fuel and running costs for vehicle can be high 

- Vehicle wear rate can be high depending on terrain 

____________________ 
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CABLE RETRIEVE 

METHOD 

2. Retrieve Winch 

+Very fast launch rate if required (max possible 30/hr) 

+Reduces airfield wear as no vehicle 

+Reduces fuel costs on main winch and retrieve uses 

much less than a vehicle 

-More equipment costs 

-More knowledge/skill required to run system 

-Gliders cannot land in retrieve cable landing zone 

____________________ 
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CABLES 

1. Steel (4-5MMØ)  

+Better wear rate on convex airfields 

+Lowest stress on cable drums 

+Low price 

-Can damage airfield or winch the most 

-Not as safe as synthetic 

____________________ 
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CABLES 

2. Dyneema (5-6mmØ) 

+Best launch height  (least weight) 

+Safer than steel 

-Very expensive  

-Can easily be damaged 

-Care needed 

-High stress on cable drums 

-Caution needed if crossing with powered aircraft 

____________________ 
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CABLES 

3. Rope (10mmØ) 

I recommend this option for the first  

Year of winching 

+ Safer and lighter than steel 

+ Low cost 

+ Very visible 

+ Easy to handle 

- Limited length on drum due to the large rope diameter (1200m) 

- Has some elasticity if miss handled 

- Very high stress on cable drums- drums must be strong 

____________________ 
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TRANSPORT 

1.Towed (trailer) 

I recommend this option. 

+ Towing vehicle can be unhitched to tow cables 

+ If towing vehicle fails another can be hitched up 

+ Access to winch at ground level 

- More difficult to reverse 

____________________ 
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TRANSPORT 
 

 

 

 

 

2. On a truck 

+easier reversing into hanger shed 

+Winch raised up for good vision 

-Much heavier on soft airfields 

-If truck fails= cannot more winch easily 

-Access for operation maintenance higher = 

safety issues 

____________________ 
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SUMMARY 

(…And Personal recommendation) 

1. Re-engineered winch (if funding for a new winch isn’t available) 

2. LPG (or petrol) powered 

3. Automatic transmission  

4. Twin drum 

5. Rope for 1st year then maybe Dyneema 

6. Mounted on wheels for towing 

This is the most popular type of design 

currently being purchased in Europe 
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Thank you for listening 

 

Any Questions? 
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